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Project Information
The variable power supply project started about 1 year ago, because my old
power supply died, I decided to make a new one and this time a wanted to be
digital. I first started to collect al the information I could possibly find on the
internet about designing a power supply, also I watched a lot of youtube videos
to come up with design ideas and perhaps to learn something to.

A few weeks past by and finally I had my first prototype made, but as you would
expect it kinda works but in the end it was a total disaster. So back to the
drawing board (multisim) and the internet to figure out what i should do next.
I couldn’t find any suitable solution to my problem, so I scanned the internet for
more power supply projects until I came a cross the Texas Instruments website.
On this page I found the perfect solution for my power supply problem.

!

So in this project report I want to explain and perhaps teach you how I have
build this power supply from idea to working machine. Also I want to discuss the
problems I ran into and of coarse how I have fixed them, or what to do different
in a future build.
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The power supply wish list

!

Because my old power supply released the magic smoke it was the perfect excuse
to design a new supply. I already had some ideas that I wanted to include into
the design, such as a current and voltage adjustment. My old power supply had
only one output and sometimes this was not enough. So I needed something
that gives me 3 outputs (Variable, 5V and 3.3V) in that way I can make the
power supply more versatile.

!

Also what I planned to do is to use two graphical LC displays, that way I would
have a complete overview of all the parameters that I wanted to display. The
need to have a simple interface was also a something I really wanted. So I
decided to use only one rotary encoder, and four preset buttons. this way I have
a clean front panel.

!

So my wishes for this power supply are:

!
-

!
!

Digital Control
1 variable output
2 fixed outputs
Current and voltage control
Two GLCD’s
Simple to use
Elegant design.
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First Prototype

!

As for the PCB design I watched a lot of youtube videos to see how others have
build the Power supply, and one thing stander out, that was the mess of wires.
I decently did not want that kind of mess in my power supply because it restricts
the air flow, and it just doesn't look pretty. So I decided to go for a design that
involved as less wires as possible. If it was not possible to not use wires they
needed to be ad the bottom of the power supply.

!

With my first prototype I had managed to come up with a PCB only design, so
the use of wire where very limited. but again the frontpanel was the bottleneck.
the ribbon cable for the 2 glcd’s as well as all the pushbuttons and output
connectors together resulted in a big mess of wires.

!

I needed to work on that part of the design but that was not my only problem.
The voltage regulator circuit i had build did not work as expected, at least not
when there was a load connected. the voltage output when no load was
connected, was just spot on, it couldn't be better. When I applied a load the that
output stage the voltage just dropped to a couple of volts.
I could figure out what the problem was, multisim showed me that i would work
just fine, but as you know. Don’t trust simulation software.

!

I have reviewed my circuit and asked a lot of question on different forums but I
couldn't find the issue. that was the point where I sort of gave up on the current
design. I needed to find some sort of IC that has this functionality in one
package, just like a mini power supply.

!

the last problem I needed to take care of was the communication between the
two glcd’s and the two microcontrollers. The idea here was to include two
microcontrollers, one of which took care of all the measurement and
calculations. Where the other microcontroller took care of the two glcd’s. the
communication would take place with a RS232 connection.
But I did not find a good working solution for the communication, or it was to
slow or it missed the command, it was just really ugly and frustrating to work
with. So for this I needed to find a workaround.

!
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Second Prototype

!

For my second prototype I did it all different. for all the output stages I used of
the shelf solutions. For the main (variable) output stage I used the OPA549
power amplifier form Texas Instruments®. This power amplifier is meanly used
in audio designs but as it so happend, in the datasheet I found a example on
how to build a digital power supply, so that IC was perfect for my needs.

!

As for the fixed output stages I used the following IC’s LM2576HV-ADJ. These
IC’s are also from Texas Instruments® and they are simple switchers. because I
wanted to have 5V and 3.3V outputs with a maximum output current of 3A
these device where the best option. Now you may aks your self why Switcher
and lineair regulators well I have to answers to that question:

!

#1 - Switching regulators have a better efficiency then lineair regulators ad a 3A
load.
#2 - Because of the high efficiency the heat product is not that much and there
for the heat sink doesn't heat up much. and for that reason the OPA549 which is
a lineair regulator can dissipate more of its heat product into this heatsink.

!

The heatsink that im using comes from the company Fischer Elektronik®, the
type of heatsink is: LA6/150. Which is a heatsink with a thermal resistance of
0.175K/W (With fan). This is really good and it keeps everything very cool.

!

To fix the problem with the wiring to and from the frontpanel I have decided to
not use the rotary encoder and pushbuttons.
I couldn't figure out on how to make the two glcd’s to work properly I also
removed them from the design. But what could I use for the input device, After
a look around the internet I found the perfect solution, 4D Systems® has very
nice 4.3” TFT LCD, these displays also include a touchscreen overlay. Together
with the ViSi development environment and the ViSi component from
Matrixmultimedia® this was the perfect solution.

!
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Final Design
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After spending some time with EagleCad soft and my trusty digital caliper, I
made the final PCB layout, I have checked all traces and connections to the
components. After confirming with my self that this was THE layout, I decided
to send the file to my PCB manufacture EuroCircuits®.

!

After receiving the PCB and soldering every component I checked every trace
with my trust FLUKE® 289 multimeter. After testing I decided to just take a
leap of faith and power everything. And what do you know everything seems to
work just fine, pffoe.

!

after writing the software for the microcontroller, which took a while. The time
to write the software took me probably about 1.5 months of continues
programming.

!

After I have tested every aspect of the power supply, its working very good now.
I need to clean up the code and maybe make it a little bit more efficient but I’m
almost there.

!
!

But as you would know or suspect, the build of this power supply didn't go that
smooth. There where some unexpected test results and stupid design decisions.
These findings will be discusses ad the next part of this report also on the matrix
forum you can comment and discus the build of the power supply.

!

Kind Regards,

!

Jordy Kleian
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